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I, 

Please return'after you reed._ 
I will be writing yon farther, sanding you 
things you are also to return, preserving 
their oftents in strictest confidence, with 
no one person oth.;:r than Jim tc have any 
knowledge, no motter how indirect. You know 
why, for we went over this when you were 
here. To a large degree, tehnks to the 
investment of my.again-dwindled,paper supply, 
some of tais will be possible. When I send 

you'-e-;hermofaxt-At'lanot necessary to 
return, but secrecy will be. 

You should.rsoognize another 
enclosure. 1  regret 	t be more 
clear. 	' 	: 	Akeve4atatt 
from it what you can. I wish I hod the help 
to maks cords on all these names and numbers 
connected with them, sots of which, es it often 
the case for no resson,seeMfamiliar. 

I expect to brinc, the draft of the 
Ferris suit back Monday. If /ou haven t been 
sent a copy, I'll send one. 	plan a total 
reogganization, but with the' same material and 

jI40;0.0 some  of whicilyou may net have. Plese 
make suggestions about it as mon as possible, 
for there will be a real janiup here before long, 
and I'd like to clean each thing up as fast as pos 
possible. If you hacAanything on Ferris of 
which you think I haveitoknowledge, plbide'let 
me know, not to include in complaint but so that 

it can b3 3333rc.a in t113 -prcr3tioh. of t.h3 

final draft. 

Pincorely, 



I am also satisfied that the III file on Ferrie predated tele 
investigation. however, carefully as the sex stuff is sought out, there is no 
reference of any sort to that. Accident? I think not. 

How strange that of all the pistols Ferrie could have bought, so 
close to the assassination he got one so like mO'st When stone broke, allegedly. 
If Garrison's story of when he started his investigation is correct, and have my 
own reasons (not congenial to his ego) for believing it is not, that it was much 
earlier, then this date cou'ed not associate the purchase with the investigation. 

The Society Page names provided by i)een Andrews are other than those he 
provided me. Two of mine yielded information contrary to what Andrews was feeding, 
quite opposite what he told me. 

It is also quite apparent that the Ferrie-Andrews relationship here 
reflected can be of considerable significance. Again, numbers may be a valuable 
clue to Jim S. 

There is one thing included with the police stuff that seems to me most ft 
likely to originate with David Chandler, who was given access by the police. It is 
(tidied 8/18/61. 'Piastre are other possibilities, but all should include a mm with 
newswriting experience, P and J should also have this, again for nemas. 

Above all, the CAP names are not from your confidentiol source and these 
men should go over them very carefully, if only to isolate those officially ignored. 
I'd like to know, and for them to know, the source of some of the holograph notes. 

Soto of this relates to what is left as mystery in 0 1 NO, like Baragons, 
with leads with which Sim can do things. 

Even as this material is confidential, I eauld encourage you to consider 
if than confidence cannot be preserved with 4 im and Paul being able to examine some. 

There are things here that can enable the cracking of tough nuts, one of which I've 
been squeezing for some time. J  and P may make it possible. Our former friend with 
whom we Ito longer enjoy cordial relations just might do it and do it properly if 
what have, enough for almost anyone else, can be added to matorially, as this 
can make possible. It could be enough to break the entire N.O. thing. This I will 
not go over with you in your office, but will if we have a period of isolated peace 
and euiet....And some Could be invaluable knowledge to have in hand in the event 
it might become useful in one of tbe suits to be filed. 

Sincerely, 

harold Weisberg 



re.  .4'00444 r 4; s. 

8/1./70 

Dear Bud, 

Monday morning I'll be returning this Ferrie file. When you loaned it 

to me, we were supposed to be getting together in tee peace and Guist up here to 

go over it and what I saw in it. With the passing of so many months witnout tato 

happening, it seems a fair presumption it isn't going to, so I return it in arder 

that you may have it and to prevent mislaying it. 

At tne time I went over it I made a few notes the return of which I'd 

appreciate after you reed team. I appear to have made no copy. here, having just 

skimmed it again, I add a few more. 

Father much of it is not from the confidential source you are anxious 

I() protect, understendably. Garrison seems to have been the source in many cases. 

n others, you got from tie confidential source what should have been and would 

nave been available had we asked for it in N.O. With these, where any identification 

of your source appears, it would be a very simply matter to mask that and, even 

if though some mischance, copies were to get out, they would thee not be connected 

withyour source, for JG would have provided, as everyone knows. 

I to into this not so much because I'd like copies and think that with 

one possible exception can make more sense and use of tnem then anyone else. That 

exception is Paul, end I am as strongly of the opinion as I can be that everyone's 

Interest, itcluding yours and that of your project, really requires teat everything 

possible be provided him and Jim S, on any confidential basis you dictate, for them 
to go over witn greaeeee core. This  is very rich raw material. 't requires the 

examination of those who can (evaluate and correlate, on in the latter categogy, 

even the,numbers can be of the greatest significance. I beeieve I gave you a copy 

of what aim had already done with numbers alone. 

Some of this is dated end is of long after the activity and interest of 
-your source, so where the source is not indicated, it cannot be-that one. 

The CAP lists can be of enormous importance. Note the couple of things 

I've indicated, and this is but what i noted in neety perusal. Jim and Paul may 

find much more. 

There are vital discrepancies in the official acceentings of the period 

of Ferris's separation from the CAP. But the estimated period of his cempings 

at Keeeler, the accounts 6 the various members, the names, etc., can mean much 

if P end J can Ilied-dog. The Keesler thing may closely fir another mystery we 

have developed there. 

I do think teat if anything confidential is so marked, Peul,can. be de-

pemded upon to preserve confidence. however, now tact you are preparing to feed a 

computer, I think his close examination, and Jim's, can be invaluable to you in 

everything and possibly) in a few to me. 

There are vast gaps in this material that cannot be accidental, esp. 

the Southern Besearche stuff, which makes no  mention of those of Ferrie's connections 

of which these former FBI men had to know, connections leading back to Uncle: FBI 

and ONI personnel, current and past, inc. tee° gh Banister and Martin-and they sure 

knew of these two; the nature of his Gill rele ionship; his entire Cuban career
, 

well known before this investigation and leads to  which could not be and were not 

avoided (viz, Mil. Order World Wers). lb spite e importance of this kind of client, 

those boys looked out for their own first of all, even et the client's expense. 
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